INTRODUCTION
To understand the five-stage cycle of creation, publication, organization, access, and preservation constitutes the core concern for much of library and information science. It is also of concern to its progenitor fields like bibliography and cognate fields like textual studies, book history, and archival studies.
1 Increasingly, we see other (perhaps newer) fields at work in this space, from Semantic Web initiatives and digital humanities to educational technology. Each has its own perspective and focus, but they share this common concern.
However, the context in which this cycle operates today is different than it was. Technological innovations and new socioeconomic mandates have changed the means of creation and purposes for recorded knowledge, writing, and documents. Dissemination of thought in recorded form has changed. Knowledge organization, access systems, and preservation institutions have also changed, even if we focus only on their management of writings, and not other forms of recorded knowledge. Thus, if we take a broad definition of bibliography to be the systematic enumeration and description of writings the question surfaces, what can hundreds of years of thinking and practice of bibliography tell us about the current state of the art? Is there now a new bibliography?
We have reason to think there is a new bibliography if we follow the current work and systems development. For example, Hendry and Carlyle 3 and Feinberg 4 examine the literature of bibliography in comparison with practices found in the contemporary environment. Likewise Mai questions the role of the social in social tagging, comparing it to extant work in indexing. 5 Mak, in a similar vein, charts the evolution of the hand written word, to print, and then to digital incarnations. 6 These works stand in innovative relation to a rich literature of methods and results of systematic enumeration and description of writings. 7 The differences and similarities noted by these and other researchers constitute the guiding lights of inquiry for what could be a more synthesized look at the continued analysis of theory, methodology, and implementation of bibliography.
For example institutional repositories are now being seen as the official record of student theses and dissertations. In this case, they function as a bibliography of works generated by students at that institution. In some cases no print copy (save the student's private copy) exists. 8 In these cases, the question of systematic enumeration must be questioned. Who is listing these works? Is the list emergent from student requirements imposed by the institution? Is there an invisible hand at work editing these lists? Further, since the electronic theses and dissertations stand as records of what the student did in part to receive their degree, the authenticity of the texts must be attested to by the institutional repository. This means a systematic description of the text and the system that houses the digital copy of the text must be part of our understanding of the integrity of the system, and hence the authenticity of the thesis or dissertation. 9 A new bibliography, as an orthogonal line of investigation, can also be seen in Semantic Web research-specifically in document "curation." Curation of scientific documents is an innovation without lineage, but akin to long-lived traditions. In this new practice, born, ex nihilo from innovations in personal and collaborative information management systems, biologists are systematically enumerating and describing and scientific literature. These appear as curated articles linked together through the Gene Ontology. This community is also interested in the creation of documents via wiki editing systems. These activities are of interest to a new bibliography, because the concept of access mechanisms is reinvented, and debates about their 
WHAT IS BIBLIOGRAPHY?
But what exactly do we mean when we speak of bibliography? It is a word with many meanings deployed in many contexts. Even if we define it as systematic enumeration and description of writings, most research papers with literature reviews could be seen as bibliography. After all it is the job of the scholar to review extant work, and put his or her own contribution in the con-text of pre-existing writing. We must be more precise.
The root of the word bibliography is biblio and graphos, Greek for books and writing. And in the English-speaking world this portmanteau has done different types of work for different thinkers.
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I take the position that there are three things we are concerned with when we discuss a bibliography: (a) the writing in relation to other writings, (b) the writing in relation to the author's intention, and (c) the writing in relation to the mechanisms of reproduction (e.g., printing, display on screen). With the first we have a rich body of literature and practice on indexing, classification, and systematic (e.g., subject) bibliography. With the second, we have analytical bibliography, diplomatics, and with both the second and third we have descriptive bibliography and issues of authenticity. The over-arching questions here include identifying what factors influence the quality of describing and enumerating writings such that we are clear about a writing's relationships, intention, and reproduction.
The contemporary environment asks us to pause and reflect on what components and assumptions of bibliographic thought persist and which have faded. By looking at this, we can also develop new theory about how we systematically enumerate and describe writings.
THE NEW ENVIRONMENT
In the above I have made reference to a contemporary environment or a new environment in which we do bibliography. This environment is one of personal computing, networked computing, and massive creation and reproduction of writing. It is an environment where the tools alone are not enough to fulfill the objectives of systematic enumeration and description of writings. We need a deeper understanding of methods and theories in relation to these tools and the concomitant work practices engendered by the keyboard and the Internet connection. But there are other factors that make this environment new. We are concerned in a real and deep way with the ecological impact of our work. What does it mean for bibliography to be sustainable? As a culture we are also concerned with collaboration, and bibliography is a part of that, as seen in publicly available bookmarks and descriptions (e.g., LibraryThing) on social tagging sites. Finally, we do our work of bibliography within belief systems about the value of pointing to what has come before, what the author intended, and whether we are working from an authentic copy. These other factors shape the tools and practices of bibliography, and too must be part of our investigation.
NEW BIBLIOGRAPHY AND THE NEW BIBLIOGRAPHY
Early twentieth-century thinkers in analytical bibliography sought a new form of method in bibliography. It was a new bibliography (later The New Bibliography). And if we identify this work with Pollard (as most experts in the field seem to do), then we have to reckon with the fact that from its inception, the Anglophone tradition of The New Bibliography had nothing to do with descriptive cataloguing and library classification as disciplines. This schism has been enshrined in an article and a response in The Library by the Bibliographical Society, published in 1903.
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Given this debate, and given the maturity of extant work done for the purposes of analytical, historical, and systematic bibliography, I believe it is time for us to consider the commonalities and emergent research questions that surface in this new environment, and hence consider whether there is a new bibliography.
A new bibliography would consider the literatures and practices extant, but also investigate emerging concerns that impact the systematic writing about writings. For example, all provinces of scholarship and information professions are concerned with environmental concerns. It takes resources to create bibliography, whether you are using skin, papyrus, or paper. It takes resources to create and maintain bibliography in digital systems, running on electricity fueled by energy stored often on metals mined by developing countries. This means there is a growing need for an ethical and green bibliography.
There are other concerns as well. We can imagine a new bibliography that is economically and environmentally sustainable, aesthetically pleasing, shared in its authorship (and hence collaborative). Perhaps these are also elements of a new bibliography?
Looking at bibliography this way we can remind ourselves, and others, of the importance of this kind of work. Metaphorically we can say that bibliography is the foundation on which other work builds. Bibliography is the stage on which the theater of scholarship, research, and the advancement of knowledge play out. Without firm floorboards, a wide proscenium, a deep backstage, and good lighting, we would not be witness to the creation of understanding through writing.
APPROACH
In order to approach this large, complex, and interdisciplinary project, we must use an approach that fits the object of study. Thus, it seems to me that we will need to approach this topic with many different studies, examining the various aspects of bibliography-old and new. There is no focus on the new without a firm understanding and synthesis of what has come before. We will also need to make sense of these different and varied studies. In order to accomplish this synthesis we will need to create models, glossaries and dictionaries, and other instruments as necessary. The varied studies might be organized along two axes: (1) the Work-Text-Artifact axis and (2) the Copy-System-Society axis. The first is, more-or-less, a disciplinary grouping. There are disciplines that have focused on bibliography of works and those that have been focused on bibliography of texts and still others concerned with artifacts. The second axis crosses disciplines and asks how we are describing and enumerating given input from the copy-at-hand, the information system (or descriptive standard) present, and finally given social constructions and/or mandates as input. Other positions and axes can be proposed. But we can imagine examining a scientific article, a digital scholarly edition of Shakespeare, and a catalogue raisonné of digital art along these axes-the copy, the system, and the social milieu of the article would inform the bibliographical methods of creation and evaluation. We could also combine axes and show intersections between artifact and copy, text and copy, and work and copy in bibliographical methods and theory.
THE POSITION
I believe there is a new bibliography that builds on extant work, but hones our understanding of bibliographical theory and methods because it accounts for the technological and social constraints and affordances in the contemporary environment. I believe that there is a new way of doing bibliography, that it is a synthesis of what has come before combined with a clarity of concepts in relation to current work. NOTES 1. Which includes records management, diplomatics, paleography, and codicology. 2. Richard P. Smiraglia, "Rethinking What We Catalog: Documents as Cultural Artifacts, " Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 45, no. 3 (2008) : 25-37.
